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White Widow

White Widow 

Smokers should feel White Widow in their head with a full cerebral high, a combination of cerebral head-high with a clean taste. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 8,00 €

Price with discount 7,27 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 8,00 €

Sales price without tax 7,27 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,73 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankRoyal Queen Seeds 

Description 

White Widow
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The original White Widow was created with a pure Sativa land race from Brazil being pollinated by an Indica hybrid from southern India.

This Indica hybrid, according to legend, was the resultof years of selecting and breeding in the mountains of Kerala to produce high resin
content marijuana plants.

Since the original release back in the 90s, White Widow seeds have been spread all over, which has led to a variety of plants.

Now every seed company will offer this legendary strain and Royal Queen Seeds is no different, providing this absolute classic in a feminized
seed.

Our White Widow Feminized will grow to about 1 m tall indoors, reaching 2 m outside.

It needs lots of sun but can be grown in colder climates such as France, UK and of course the Netherlands.

Grown inside, it can yield 55-65g per plant, or 40 0g per square metre under a 600W light.

Outdoors it can harvest over 400 g per plant and is suitable for the northern European climate, though it will produce better results in warmer
environments.

This White Widow Feminized will be finished flowering after 9 weeks and, with little maintenance required, it is a perfect plant for first-time
growers.

Such conditions are also suitable for growers who prefer a sea/screen of green operation.

The effects from smoking White Widow Feminized are the characteristics of a Sativa dominant plant, giving the user a stellar psychedelic high.

Smokers should feel this in their head with a full cerebral high coming from this marijuana strain.

The taste is a clean, pine-fresh feeling with every hit followed, by a subtle citrus flavour when you exhale.

Overall, this combination of cerebral head-high with a clean, fresh taste works to make this one of our most favourite classics available from us
today.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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